FULL HEIGHT SIDE WINDOWS
Panoramic views are the rule with full height windows.

More sunlight reaches interior of motorcoach.
The most generous view of any motorhome.

Gives Prevost motorhomes an “open” feel.

INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION – DESIGNED & BUILT BY PREVOST
Totally integrated with all chassis systems as part of the legendary ride comfort superiority of a Prevost motorhome.

Special sway bars on the front and drive axles.

Variable Assistance Power Steering.

Prevost drivers enjoy exceptional directional stability, road feel, and handling.

LARGEST SERVICE NETWORK
160 Service Providers, 11 Service Centers, 16 Field Service Managers, 40+ Mobile Service Trucks, The Most Attentive and Knowledgeable Service Network Support Team.

The Prevost Parts & Service Network includes 11 Prevost Parts Service Centers throughout North America, more than 160 Prevost trained and certified Service Providers, Parts Customer Service centers and 40+ Mobile Service Trucks throughout the US and Canada.

The Prevost Action Service System for 24/7 live telephone support, and a North American team of 16 Field Service Managers for urgent response.

Prevost Parts & Service Center personnel are skilled specialists on the maintenance and repair of all Prevost vehicles, and they keep current on all the technical advances.

EASY TO USE MOBILE APPS
Service Locator App-
Find the nearest Prevost Service Provider in North America on a mobile device.

Service Tool App-
Access to many Prevost service tools all in one handy application.

Link to technical manuals, driver’s guides and service bulletins.

Links to Prevost online warranty services, Prevost Liaison and online parts ordering.

DeliveryTrack App-
Convenient tool for Prevost owners to take photos which show the time, date and place where the photo was taken. The photos can be used to support a claim, a delivery, or provide photographic assistance to a service team member.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
1-866-637-4355
http://motorhome.prevostcar.com
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TOP 15 FEATURES EXCLUSIVE TO A PREVOST

1. INTEGRAL STRUCTURE – STRONGEST, SAFEST, MOST DURABLE IN THE INDUSTRY
   - Unparalleled vertical, lateral and torsional rigidity compared to body-on-chassis constructions.
   - The strongest, safest and most durable foundations in the motorhome industry.
   - The integrated chassis provides the best foundation for long lasting interior components.
   - Inherent torsional rigidity enables levels of handling precision and vehicle responsive-ness that enhance dynamic safety.

2. STAINLESS STEEL STRUCTURE
   - The 304 stainless steel assembly provides optimal structural integrity, longevity, and resistance to flex and deformation stresses.
   - Prevost “zero-tolerance assembly” equates to precision in calibration maintaining perfect alignment and positioning while each piece of stainless steel structure is being welded.
   - The heavy-duty stainless steel frame is resistant to rust even in harsh conditions, creating a foundation that you can count on to last across the years and across any season.

3. ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAM
   - Provides better vehicle control by reacting more quickly in adverse conditions in order to avoid potentially dangerous situations.
   - Helps the driver reduce speed, keep the vehicle in proper alignment, and reduce the tendency for the coach to slide.
   - Provides improved stability- a safety advantage in high friction conditions involving curves, sudden lane changes, and obstacle avoidance maneuvers.

4. ADAPTIVE CRUISE
   - When cruise control is on, AWARE automatically adjusts the cruise speed of the coach to maintain a following distance. The system automatically returns the coach to the original cruise speed when it is safe to do so.
   - Impact Alert
     - This feature will alert the driver if the distance between coach and vehicle ahead closes too quickly, giving the driver an opportunity to take action. Impact Alert is always active and protecting the coach (in cruise or not).
   - Following Distance Alert
     - Reminds the driver to keep a safe following distance by indicating when the coach is following too closely to the vehicle ahead.

5. UNDER-FLOOR VOLUME OF 500 FT³ – LARGEST IN THE INDUSTRY
   - Fuel savings with trip optimization.

6. DESIGNED AND MANAGED BY PREVOST
   - Prevost Liaison is the only integrated telematics system in the industry.
   - Fuel savings with trip optimization.
   - Liaison lets you monitor the vital statistics of your motorcoach at any time, or on a set schedule. Weekly data reports from your vehicles include information on: Fuel use, distance traveled, and resulting MPGs.

7. INNOVATIVE ENERGY MANAGEMENT FOR TODAY’S NEEDS
   - PRIME focuses on eliminating parasitic loads on the engine by intelligent management of the alternator and air compressor duty cycle. Instead of constantly changing, the alternator uses engine negative torque (braking, deceleration) to generate “free” electricity. Depending on the air requirement, PRIME will also trigger the production of compressed air on negative torque.
   - Less emissions, greener vehicle.
   - Absorbed Glass Matt batteries (AGM)
     - ACM Batteries able to take repetitive deep discharges
     - Sealed batteries, no maintenance
     - ACM Batteries, have up to 4 times longer life cycle

8. PATENTED PREVOST BEAM FOR RELIABLE SLIDE-OUT INTERGRATION
   - Same type of tire monitoring system installed only on high-end luxury cars.
   - High-reliability tested.
   - Allows easy slide-out integration without impacting available luggage volume. The unsurpassed 500 ft³ of underfloor volume facilitates conversion equipment installations while preserving maximum cargo space for the owner.
   - Secure structure rigidity of motorhomes with factory installed slide-outs to guarantee reliable operation over time.
   - Minimum weight added with maximum rigidity benefits. No need to choose between conversion flexibility and ride comfort.

9. STATE-OF-THE-ART TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
   - Same type of tire monitoring system installed only on high-end luxury cars.
   - High-reliability tested.
   - Continuously provides dependable data.

10. VOLVO D13 ENGINE
    - Excellent torque at low RPM allows superior responsiveness with minimal noise and vibration.
    - Maximum torque value from 1050 to 1500 RPM.
    - Volvo D13 GHG engine.
    - The Volvo I-VEB engine brake is the strongest in class at cruise RPM. You get an exceptional retardation at the RPM you drive.
    - Powertrain to vehicle complete integration within the same company (electronic architecture, mechanical components, software, support, etc.)
Dynamic safety. Inherent torsional rigidity enables levels of handling precision and vehicle responsiveness that enhance dynamic safety. The integrated chassis provides the best foundation for long lasting interior components. The strongest, safest and most durable foundations in the motorhome industry.

Stainless Steel Structure
The 304 stainless steel assembly provides optimal structural integrity, longevity, and resistance to flex and deformation stresses. Prevost "zero-tolerance assembly" equates to precision in calibration maintaining perfect alignment and positioning while each piece of stainless steel structure is being welded. The heavy-duty stainless steel frame is resistant to rust even in harsh conditions, creating a foundation that you can count on to last across the years and across any season.

Adaptive Cruise
When cruise control is on, AWARE automatically adjusts the cruise speed of the coach to maintain a following distance. The system automatically returns the coach to the original cruise speed when it is safe to do so.

Impact Alert
This feature will alert the driver if the distance between coach and vehicle ahead closes too quickly, giving the driver an opportunity to take action. Impact Alert is always active and protecting the coach (in cruise or not).

Following Distance Alert
Reminds the driver to keep a safe following distance by indicating when the coach is following too closely to the vehicle ahead.

Under-Floor Storage Volume of 500 ft³ – Largest in the Industry
Prevost under-floor storage is celebrated in the coach industry.

Designed and Managed by Prevost
Prevost Liaison is the only integrated telematics system in the industry.

Innovative Energy Management for Today’s Needs
PRIME focuses on eliminating parasitic loads on the engine by intelligent management of the alternator, and air compressor duty cycle. Instead of constantly changing, the alternator uses engine negative torque (braking, deceleration) to generate "free" electricity. Depending on the air requirement, PRIME will also trigger the production of compressed air on negative torque.

Savings with Trip Optimization
Liaison lets you monitor the vital statistics of your motorcoach at any time, or on a set schedule. Weekly data reports from your vehicles include information on:
- Fuel use, distance traveled, and resulting MPGs.

State-of-the-Art Tire Pressure Monitoring System
Same type of tire monitoring system installed only on high-end luxury cars.

Volvo D13 Engine
Excellent torque at low RPM allows superior responsiveness with minimal noise and vibration.

Innovative Energy Management for Reliable Slide-out Integration
The Prevost Beam adds strength to the vehicle can accommodate more weight, greater floorspace and more slides without reducing space for amenities and storage.

Powertrain to Vehicle Complete Integration
Within the same company (electronic architecture, mechanical components, software, support, etc.).
**TOP 15 FEATURES EXCLUSIVE TO A PREVOST**

1. **LARGEST SERVICE NETWORK**
   - 160 Service Providers, 11 Service Centers, 40+ Mobile Service Trucks.
   - The Most Attentive and Knowledgeable Service Network Support Team.
   - Includes 11 Prevost Parts Service Centers throughout North America, more than 160 Prevost trained and certified Service Providers, Parts Customer Service centers and 40+ Mobile Service Trucks throughout the US and Canada.
   - The Prevost Action Service System for 24/7 live telephone support, and a North American team of 16 Field Service Managers for urgent response.
   - Prevost Parts & Service Center personnel are skilled specialists on the maintenance and repair of all Prevost vehicles, and they keep current on all the technical advances.

2. **INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION – DESIGNED & BUILT BY PREVOST**
   - Totally integrated with all chassis systems as part of the legendary ride comfort superiority of a Prevost motorhome.
   - Special sway bars on the front and drive axes.
   - Variable Assistance Power Steering.
   - Prevost drivers enjoy exceptional directional stability, road feel, and handling.

3. **FULL HEIGHT SIDE WINDOWS**
   - Panoramic views are the rule with full height windows.
   - Prevost motorhomes have a very open feel and access to abundant sunlight, giving the interior a feel like no other.
   - Gives Prevost motorhomes an “open” feel.

4. **INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION – DESIGNED & BUILT BY PREVOST**
   - Totality integrated with all chassis systems as part of the legendary ride comfort superiority of a Prevost motorhome.
   - Special sway bars on the front and drive axes.
   - Variable Assistance Power Steering.
   - Prevost drivers enjoy exceptional directional stability, road feel, and handling.

5. **EASY TO USE MOBILE APPS**
   - Service Locator App—Find the nearest Prevost Service Provider in North America on a mobile device.
   - Service Tool App—Access to many Prevost service tools all in one handy application.
   - Link to technical manuals, driver’s guides, and service bulletins.
   - Links to Prevost online warranty services, Prevost Liaison and online parts ordering.
   - DeliveryTrack App—Convenient tool for Prevost owners to take photos which show the time, date and place where the photo was taken. The photos can be used to support a claim, a delivery, or provide photographic assistance to a service team member.

6. **SLIDE-OUTS WITH ALL-AROUND SCENIC WINDOWS**
   - The largest window area of any motorhome slide-out.
   - More sunlight reaches interior of motorcoach.
   - The most generous view of any motorhome.

7. **FULL HEIGHT SIDE WINDOWS**
   - Panoramic views are the rule with full height windows.
   - Prevost motorhomes have a very open feel and access to abundant sunlight, giving the interior a feel like no other.
   - Gives Prevost motorhomes an “open” feel.
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    - Panoramic views are the rule with full height windows.
    - Prevost motorhomes have a very open feel and access to abundant sunlight, giving the interior a feel like no other.
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15. **FULL HEIGHT SIDE WINDOWS**
    - Panoramic views are the rule with full height windows.
    - Prevost motorhomes have a very open feel and access to abundant sunlight, giving the interior a feel like no other.
    - Gives Prevost motorhomes an “open” feel.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
1-866-637-4355
http://motorhome.prevostcar.com
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